EXCEL TOGETHER is a community initiative to
 empower individuals to reach for and attain greater opportunity
 provide employers with a productive and engaged workforce
 position Greater Philadelphia for increased economic prosperity.

EXCEL TOGETHER helps individuals of all ages and educational
backgrounds build key High Performance skills that are valuable in
education and work, for all professional paths. Our initial goal: reaching
and certifying 100,000 people across Greater Philadelphia.

EXCEL TOGETHER serves as a community response to the many
economic dislocations posed by the changing nature of work and
accelerated by the COVID pandemic. By building in the workforce lifelong
learning competencies, transferable skills, and self-efficacy, individuals
and the community will have the resiliency needed to thrive now and in
the future.
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The Problem

Personal opportunity and community prosperity
within Greater Philadelphia are being challenged
by widespread, long-term economic trends
collectively called the Future of Work: loss of middle-wage jobs; low attachment
between workers and employers; technology displacement of jobs; globalization; and
more. COVID has exacerbated these issues and added potentially long-term high
unemployment to the mix.

While the exact shape of the future economy is unknown, workforce experts
unanimously agree on the importance of lifelong learning – the abilities, desires, and
habits of continuous formal and informal knowledge and skills acquisition. Lifelong
learning is critical for individuals to chart their course, for businesses to maintain
competitiveness, and for our community to thrive.
However, over half a million adults in Greater Philadelphia have only 4th to 6th grade
math and literacy skills. And many of these adults, as well as many other with high
school diplomas and additional education, suffer from low self-efficacy in their
academic abilities – e.g., a recent Strada-Gallup survey revealed that about half of
Americans feel that they aren’t capable of benefitting from postsecondary education.
Given the urgent need, there’s no current plan for how to build this lifelong learning
capability in Greater Philadelphia in unprecedented scale, across ages, incomes,
career paths, and educational backgrounds.
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High Performance for everyone
EXCEL TOGETHER introduces the CSM Course and Certificate as a community-wide
standard for High Performance skills needed to thrive in school, college, work, and life.

Universally Valuable
The CSM Certificate certifies universally-valuable High Performance skills, including:

High
Performance









college-level quantitative reasoning
strong workforce literacy
learning strategies and mindset
problem-solving abilities
attention to detail
persistence
an intention to excel founded in deep self-confidence

While every job requires different specific skills, these High Performance competencies
provide a foundation for excellence for everyone, from a high school dropout to a 12th
grader to a welder to senior corporate managers with advanced degrees.

Universally Attainable
The CSM Certificate is earned on completion of the CSM Course, which uses nextgeneration instructional technology. Every participant benefits from a highlypersonalized educational experience that takes them on an individualized path that
maintains their learning at a level that is individually challenging but not frustrating.
Importantly, through CSM’s technology, even those who start with elementary grade
math and literacy can earn CSM Certificates. The CSM Course is the first instructional
technology to simultaneously address academic skills and how you learn, act and feel,
to instill key personal mindsets and behaviors.

Universally Available
CSM can be accessed on smartphones, tablets and computer, can function on modest
Internet speeds with low bandwidth requirements, and is very inexpensive. It typically
takes 15-100 hours to complete, depending on educational background. And EXCEL

TOGETHER will work with schools, libraries, adult education and workforce development
programs, housing projects, workplaces, and more, to ensure that everyone in the
community has access to the CSM Course with optimal technology and coaches.
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A High Performance Community
EXCEL TOGETHER is built on the High Performance Community model. In High
Performance Communities, the CSM Certificate gains widespread acceptance as a local
standard of valued High Performance competencies, which creates a naturally
sustaining supply-and-demand dynamic for CSM-certified individuals.

Employers providing hiring preferences and colleges providing college credit and/or
placement for people with CSM Certificates drives demand. In response to this demand,
training providers – including secondary schools, adult education, colleges, and
workforce development – have incentives to ensure their graduates have the CSM
Certificate to gain access to good jobs and to enter and succeed in college, leading to a
supply of CSM-certified individuals.
As more employers and colleges drive demand, more training providers will offer the
CSM Course, inducing yet more employers and colleges to join, increasing demand and
expanding opportunity to all individuals in the community in a self-sustaining cycle.
High Performance Communities are inclusive. All types of community organizations –
economic development, civil rights organizations, chambers and business associations,
municipal authorities, places of worship, neighborhood associations, public housing
authorities, and more – can participate in the initiative by promoting the value of the
CSM Certificate to individuals and other organizations in the community, or by providing
benefits and incentives of their own to those with CSM Certificates.
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The Benefits

EXCEL TOGETHER benefits individuals and
organizations across the community:

 Employers: A better workforce today and for tomorrow. Employers will use
the CSM Course to upskill their existing employees with the High Performance
competencies that lead to true workforce excellence. By
advertising that jobs are “CSM Certificate preferred”,
employers will improve the local workforce pipeline by
signaling both individuals to gain CSM Certificates and
education/training providers to offer the CSM Course.

 Colleges:

A more prepared student body. Colleges will
provide credit or placement for the CSM Certificate, leading to incoming
students with the math and literacy skills, independent
learning, and persistence to succeed at rigorous
postsecondary programs.

 Schools

and Training Programs. With the CSM
Certificate widely recognized by colleges and
employers, schools and training programs will
incorporate the CSM Course so students graduate with a credential for future
success.

 Individuals. Individuals will have an inexpensive, short duration, supportive and
attainable path to develop and demonstrate their High Performance skills and
build their confidence, transforming their career and educational opportunities.

 Economic

Development. Greater Philadelphia will grow a world-class
workforce and a reputation of High Performance to spur economic growth and
retain and attract employers.

CSM builds the prerequisite skills for individuals to succeed in lifelong learning:
foundational math and literacy; learning strategies and mindsets; persistence and selfreliance; and self-efficacy, the belief in your ability to grow and succeed. These skills of
lifelong learning will build resilience to the economic disruptions of COVID and the
Future of Work. And it’s this lifelong learning that will boost personal agency and lead
individuals to avail themselves of the many opportunities Greater Philadelphia already
offers.
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Equity & Community

Authentic equity arises through the respect we accord one another, which
contributes to the personal dignity we feel. These feelings of respect and dignity
are also the basis for true community. EXCEL TOGETHER builds equity and
community as individuals, organizations, and institutions commit to a common
goal, apply the required effort, and share the accomplishment.
This is possible because, uniquely, the CSM Certificate is universally attainable
and universally available, yet also of universal value. EXCEL TOGETHER GREATER

PHILADELPHIA unites family, friends, neighbors and coworkers – all of “us” –
earning the CSM Certificate together, in unprecedented scale across the
community, and reaping its benefits.
We look forward to working together with you!
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ABOUT US
EXCEL TOGETHER GREATER PHILADELPHIA is a collaboration of
Drexel University School of Education and SeeMore Impact Labs

Drexel University School of Education
has a mission of civic engagement. The
School of Education’s Office of Lifelong
and Lifewide Learning (O3L) is dedicated
to extending the school’s leadership role
as a learning innovator with learners of
all ages and in all contexts.

SeeMore Impact Labs is a Colorado
Nonprofit Corporation that invents,
develops, and delivers human-centered
solutions
to
help
people
and
communities thrive. Our courses
empower people to be resilient to
setbacks
and
ready
to
grasp
opportunities in education, work and life.

Learn more at: drexel.edu/soe/
resources/lifelong-lifewide-learning

Learn more at www.smilabs.org

For more information, visit ExcelTogether.org, or contact co-Directors:
 Bruce Levine (also Drexel Associate Clinical Professor), bl63@drexel.edu
 David Goldberg (also SeeMore CEO), david@ExcelTogether.org
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